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Y-Logimed Awarded with High Performance Distinction for Integrated Supply Chain at
Transport & Logistics Awards 2014
Y-Logimed, the Greek provider of complete distribution, logistics and storage services in the
healthcare sector and a member of Hygeia Group of Companies, was honored with the High
Performance Award in the category of “Integrated Supply Chain” during the ceremony of
Transport & Logistics Awards 2014, which took place on Thursday, May 29 in a central hotel of
Athens.
Transport & Logistics Awards is a new initiative, which distinguishes and rewards the
accomplishments of the companies of the Greek Public and Private sectors, which are active in the
fields of Supply Chain and Transportation, and excel in terms of best practices in this crucial sector
of the National Economy. As for the selection of the winners, it was carried out according to
international standards.
The event was hosted by Boussias Communications and the Supply Chain Institute, under the
auspices of Ministry of Development, Competitiveness, Infrastructure, Transport and Networks,
the Ministry of Shipping & Aegean Sea and the Hellenic Federation of Enerprises (H.F.E).
After taking into account the validated best practices submitted, the selection committee chose YLogimed as an example of operational activity in terms of integration of the processes of a supply
chain in their entirety, aiming at streamlining, cost containment and the provision of increased
added value to the customer.
Mr. Michael Spanodimos, the C.E.O. of Y-Logimed, commented: “We are really proud of receiving
this award, since we are in a position to manage the entire product range of medical consumables,
implants and assets, with the optimum quality, efficiency and customer service standards, all of
which are ultimately provided to the final recipients of the services in question, the patients
themselves. Apart from its significant commercial activity, our company is in charge of the supply
chain of the Hygeia Group of Hospitals in their entirety, as well as of other collaborating clinics,
each one to their own requirements and unique needs. Even in cases of lacking central warehouse
facilities, we have enabled hospital operations, thanks to approximately three daily deliveries,
which are carried out directly to the hospital departments, based on the items used in the previous
day, thus making Hospitals operating almost on a zero stock basis”.

